
Program Analyis and Verification

Assignment 5

Type systems, and Hoare logic

Due date: Dec. 2nd (bring your assignment to the final exam)

Page limit for first three problems: 4 pages handwritten or 2 pages printed

Problem 1. Prove the preservation and progress theorems for Simply Typed Lambda Calculus (STLC)

terms rooted at the function-application operator, for terms of height n+ 1. You can assume that these

theorems hold for terms of height at most n rooted at all operators.

Note, in your proofs, you may need to invoke some of the “inversion lemmas” and “canonical forms”

lemmas. In such cases, state clearly which of these lemmas you are invoking, and where. You don’t need

to prove these lemmas.

Problem 2.

Consider the following STLC term:

(λf1 : (Nat → Nat)→ Nat . (f1 (λx : Nat . x+ 1)))(λf2 : Nat → Nat . (f2 3))

1. Show a rewriting of the term above to a normal form.

2. Depict a run of Algorithm TypeCheck on term above, under an initial empty environment. Show

the run as a tree in which each vertex represents a call to routine TypeCheck. That is, the root

of the tree would represent the outermost call on the entire term, while the inner vertices would

represent recursive calls. To the left of each vertex in the tree show the two arguments to the

corresponding call, while to the right of the vertex show the return value from the call.

3. Consider a variant of the term above, where ‘(λx : Nat .x + 1)’ is replaced with ‘4’. Now, show a

rewrite of this term to a normal form. Is this term well-typed?

Problem 3. This problem is about polymorphic type checking. Consider the following term:

letrec f = λn. λx. λy. if (n = 0) then x else (f (n− 1) y x) in ((f 1 2 3), (f 2 true false))

1. Show the steps in rewriting the term above to a normal form.

2. Show a type-derivation tree for the term above. Mention the name of the rule against each node in

the tree. (If you are using rules that are not mentioned in the class slides, give the rule separately.)

Ensure that your answer is neat and clear.

Problem 4.

Consider the program P below which performs multiplication using repeated addition:
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a := 0;

i := n;

while (i >= 1) {

a := a + m;

i := i - 1;

}

Give a proof of the assertion

{m ≥ 0 ∧ n ≥ 0} P {a = m× n}.

using

(a) Floyd-style inductive annotation, and

(b) Hoare logic.

(c) Also, spell out the verification conditions that an adequate inductive invariant inv(m,n, a, i) for

this program, must satisfy (see Slide 42 in Floyd-Hoare Logic lecture slides). ((a) 1 page, (b) 2

pages (c) 1 page)

Problem 5. This problem asks you to fill in one of the gaps in the completeness proof of Hoare

logic done in class. Let W be the statement “while b do S”. Let Q be a post-condition, and let P be

wp(W,Q) (the weakest precondition of W with respect to Q). Argue that P is also a loop invariant of

W (in the sense that {P ∧ b} S {P} holds). (1 page)
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